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Book Review Sara Moulton Cooks at Home Broadway Books 2002, $29.95, 371 ppg.

If you have always suspected that things aren't quite as easy as they look on the Food

Network, you may well find your suspicions borne out by "Sara Moulton Cooks at Home."

Like the author, the appealing host of "Cooking Live!" there's a lot that's appealing in the book

- breezy anecdotes, professional tips (how to keep nuts from burning, how to avoid stinky

cabbage). Michael Green offers excellent plain-English wine recommendations, and the recipes

hold great promise. This is where things start to fall apart. Some deliver but cause problems

along the way, and others just don't quite work out. Few have the no-hassle ease that

"Cooking Live!" viewers consider Moulton's hallmark.

That's not to say that the book isn't full of great ideas. Duck confit in an oven bag sounded like

an ingenious solution: who wouldn't want to enjoy this bistro classic at home, without having

to bathe the bird in duck fat for days? Alas, the duck, though unctuous, didn't have the

smooth, firm texture of real confit. Worse, the skin, which should have been the very best

part, welded itself to the oven bag, and only a few greasy shards could be salvaged.

Cauliflower soup with caraway and rye croutons was a delicious riff on an underappreciated

vegetable. I'm not sure I've ever applied so many bells and whistles to a simple soup: blanching

extra florets, toasting croutons, simmering a little tomato compote, snipping chives. Something

was bound to go wrong, and of course it did; by the time the rapidly cooling soup got to the

table, the croutons were charred. But none of this was Moulton's fault, and it still tasted great.

Grilled polenta with mushroom ragout was more successful. The polenta directions worked as

written, and the traditional shallot- wine-mushroom ragout offered a savory complement to the

hot Parmesan- scented cornmeal. But here, as in other recipes, Moulton doesn't point out the

timing issues at the outset, a crucial omission. Anyone hoping to whip this up at the last

moment will be disappointed to realize it takes 3 hours to make the extremely flavorful

vegetable stock, and 6 hours just to cool the polenta. Then there's the terse directive: "Just

before serving, light a charcoal fire and let the coals burn down." That's 25 minutes right there,

and nowhere calculated into the total.

It seemed prudent to try something a little less involved: roasted lemon potatoes were

appealingly simple, although they came out a trifle acid. Oven-fried potato chips with rosemary



were irresistible, if somewhat cryptic. Directions omitted whether to flip the chips when you

check them frequently or just cook until golden.

The indisputable highlight was the Moroccan spiced leg of lamb with preserved lemon relish. The

cumin-marjoram rub sank deep into the meat, which grilled up rich and tender, and balanced

perfectly with the astringent relish. It took 48 hours to prepare the lemons from scratch and

marinate the meat, but - in this case at least - every bite rewarded the time and effort.

Moulton, executive chef of Gourmet magazine and "Good Morning America," graduated from

the Culinary Institute of America and has spent a lot of time working in restaurants.

The bumpy road with these recipes made me wonder if they were ever tested in a home

kitchen. Why would she suggest serving roast potatoes (which cook at 450) with duck confit

(which cooks at 300), since most people only have one oven? Why suggest serving labor-

intensive battered, deep-fried cauliflower with seared scallops, which have to be handled one by

one, plated with three garnishes and drops of parsley oil around the rim?

Still, many celebrity cookbooks are less user-friendly, and there is no disputing that Moulton

has a fine way with strong flavors.

It's probably too much to hope that a chef who seems like your best friend on TV be just as

helpful in your own kitchen, when translated into prose. But these are the things that matter

to a home cook. In her introduction, Moulton writes that the book became "a kind of piecemeal

autobiography based on a lifetime of eating and cooking." For anyone who wants to learn a lot

about this chef and find inspiration from her recipes, her book cannot be improved. But if you

want sound advice from a seasoned teacher, watch the show instead.

MOROCCAN SPICED LEG OF LAMB SERVED WITH A RELISH MADE FROM PRESERVED LEMONS

(BUY THEM AT A SPECIALTY STORE OR MAKE THEM AT HOME - SEE THE RECIPE ON THIS

PAGE), THIS HIGHLY SEASONED BUTTERFLIED LEG OF LAMB IS MARINATED FOR SEVERAL

HOURS, THEN GRILLED. SERVES 6. FOR THE LAMB 3 1/2 to 4 pound boneless leg of lamb,

butterflied and well trimmed

1/2 cup olive oil

1/4 cup lemon juice

3 cloves garlic, chopped

1 tablespoon sweet or hot paprika

1 1/2 teaspoons ground cumin

1 teaspoon cayenne pepper

1 teaspoon kosher salt, or more to taste

1/2 teaspoon dried marjoram



1/2 teaspoon ground ginger

Pinch of saffron (optional)

1/3 cup chopped fresh cilantro

Black pepper, to taste

1. With a meat pounder, pound the lamb to a uniform 1-inch thickness. Place it in a large

plastic zipper bag or in a large baking dish.

2. In a bowl combine the oil, lemon juice, garlic, paprika, cumin, cayenne, salt, marjoram,

ginger, saffron, if using, and cilantro. Stir well to combine them. Pour over the lamb and seal

the bag or cover the dish tightly. Refrigerate for at least 3 hours or up to overnight, turning

often.

3. Light a charcoal fire and let the coals burn down to a gray ash. Lightly oil the grill.

(Alternatively, light the broiler to medium high and adjust the shelf so it is 6 inches from the

element.) Remove the lamb from the marinade and pat it dry with paper towels. Sprinkle with

salt and pepper.

4. Sear the lamb well on both sides, then transfer it to a cooler part of the grill and cook for 5

to 10 minutes or until a meat thermometer registers 130 degrees for medium rare meat. (Or,

broil the lamb for 5 to 7 minutes per side). Transfer to a cutting board and cover loosely with

foil. Let it sit for 10 minutes.

FOR THE RELISH 2 1/2 preserved lemons (see recipe)

1/2 small red onion, chopped

1/4 cup chopped fresh parsley

1/4 cup chopped fresh cilantro

2 tablespoons chopped black olives

1/2 teaspoon lemon juice

1 tablespoons olive oil

Salt and pepper, to taste

1. Chop the lemons finely.

2. In a bowl combine the lemons, onion, parsley, cilantro, olives, lemon juice, oil, salt, and

pepper.

3. Thinly slice the lamb on the diagonal and serve topped with some of the relish. Serve the

remaining relish on the side.

Adapted from "Sara Moulton Cooks at Home"



QUICK PRESERVED LEMONS CUT 2 THIN-SKINNED LEMONS INTO -INCH SLICES. ARRANGE

HALF THE LEMONS IN A LARGE BOWL AND SPRINKLE WITH 2 TABLESPOONS SALT. ADD THE

REMAINING LEMONS AND 2 MORE TABLESPOONS SALT. COVER WITH PLASTIC WRAP,

PRESSING IT ONTO THE TOP OF THE LEMONS. LEAVE AT ROOM TEMPERATURE OVERNIGHT

OR FOR UP TO 48 HOURS. RINSE THE LEMONS, DISCARD THE SEEDS, AND PAY DRY BEFORE

USING. ADAPTED FROM "SARA MOULTON COOKS AT HOME"
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Caption: The recipes in Sara Moulton's new book lack the no-hassle ease that viewers of her

"Cooking Live!" show enjoy.
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